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There was a brief window in history 
between the invention of video 
recording equipment and the invention 
of the Internet when video footage 
could actually be lost. It could be 
deleted or physically destroyed, it 
could—like the famous Monty Python 
parrot—cease to be. And this is one of 
the benefits of being old, you and I 
lived through that glorious era of 
destructible media. We’ve talked 
about how we made all of our biggest 
mistakes back when you could still get 
away with shit. That was a great time 
to be drunk in public, or racist or 
ignorant, or a combination of the 
above. You could say and do horrible 
things and then wake up the next day 
and pretend it never happened, and 
you might not have even been lying, 
because in all likelihood you had no 
recollection of your scandalous 
behavior and/or homicides or hate 
crimes. It was just your word versus a 
bunch of mortified witnesses. Luckily I 
never killed anyone or went on any 



racist tirades but I was frequently 
drunk and ignorant, I’ve talked about 
how I once rolled down a San 
Francisco hill in broad daylight while 
urinating on myself and listeners will 
have to take my word for it because 
there’s no footage on YouTube. Of 
course, let’s not get too nostalgic, that 
era wasn’t great in a lot of other 
ways… trying to navigate in your car 
using giant folded pieces of paper was 
infuriating and memorizing dozens of 
phone numbers and saving quarters to 
feed into germ-infested pay phones…
overall those days sucked, now that I 
think about it, I wouldn’t go back. But 
the video -destruction aspect was 
good. Media is different now, the 
Internet is forever, and any video that 
you’ve uploaded in the last decade 
probably isn’t going anywhere. So the 
stories we’re going to cover today are 
unique and fascinating to me. These 
are mysterious cases of lost and found 
media. And you’ll understand what I 
mean as we go forward. 

Are you familiar with Christine 
Chubbuck? She is famous—or 
infamous—for being the first person to 
ever commit suicide on live television. 
Not the last, there have been other 
notable examples, but Christine blazed 
that trail—she was a pioneer of the 
worst kind. Maybe not the worst, she 
didn’t kill anyone else on film, but she 
did traumatize hundreds of people and 
shocked a nation that was not yet 
desensitized to video of horrendous 
events. There was no “faces of death” 
yet, do you remember that uplifting 



video series?

Christine was born in 1944, she grew 
up in Ohio, a wealthy suburb near 
Cleveland, she had a privileged 
childhood but was not popular among 
her peers. In the aftermath of the 
tragic events, many people would 
focus on the fact that she and some 
other girls from her school had formed 
a tongue-in-cheek club that they 
referred to as the “dateless wonders.” 
And sure, she might have been a bit of 
a female incel. I think it’s natural to 
look for easy explanations when these 
terrible things happen, but lots of 
people aren’t popular in high school…
like 90%, that’s why being popular is 
coveted. That’s just basic economics. 
But statistically very few unpopular 
people kill themselves or anyone else, 
and that leads me to believe that the 
suicide had a different cause. If 
anything her unpopularity was 
probably the result of mental illnesss 
issues, specifically bipolar and intense 
stretches of depression, rather than 
being the cause of those issues. Like, 
she was reasonably attractive and 
wealthy and had all of the ingredients 
for popularity so the fact that she 
seems to have been shunned indicates 
that she was probably a bit…off.  
Anyway she did have a boyfriend when 
she was 17 named Eric, so presumably 
she was ejected from the dateless 
wonders club, but her bf Eric promptly 
died in a car accident, and I’m 
guessing that this experience might 
have contributed to the tragedy more 
than being home on some Saturday 



nights just like the majority of other 
high school aged humans. The 
descriptions of Christine from her two 
brothers and her few friends indicate 
that she was always either depressed 
or elated, so as previously mentioned 
she was most likely bipolar in a time 
when there wasn’t a lot of help for that 
condition. 

She graduated from Boston university 
in 1965 with a broadcasting degree. 
That was a fun year to graduate, I 
hope she was going to concerts and 
experimenting sexually and not 
hitchhiking. Unrelated, but I found out 
that my mom lived in San Francisco 
during the zodiac killings, and she 
actually moved out of state because 
everyone was freaked out and living in 
fear. That was peak serial killer era. 
Anyway Christine bounced around 
interning at tv stations and assistant-
producing a couple of shows, she was 
on a solid career track. Around this 
time she moved into her parents 
summer home…and that sentence tells 
you everything you need to know 
about her level of privilege. It’s so 
amazing to me that some people have 
seasonal houses. They’re like 
migrating geese, flying to their winter 
home. I don’t even have a winter coat. 
I’ve just accumulated a few coats over 
the years and if one isn’t warm enough 
I put on extra coats. To be fair, that’s 
because we live in California, no one 
needs winter clothing. While living in 
the summer home she decorated her 
bedroom in the style of a stereotypical 
teenage girl, which tells you more of 



what you need to know about her 
mental health. By all accounts she still 
had trouble making friends and didn’t 
date much if at all. 

Christine’s parents divorced in the 
early 70s and that didn’t go over well. 
She described her mother and one of 
her two brothers as her closest 
friends, which is never a good sign. 
Being close to your family is good but 
only being close to your family…less 
good. She actually attempted suicide 
by drug overdose in 1970, and was 
open about that fact with her family 
though obviously not with future 
coworkers or employers. She would 
also be diagnosed with a malignant 
cyst on her right ovary and have the 
ovary removed in 1973, which 
contributed to her depression and 
added some life-pressure because she 
was told that if she wanted to have 
children she would have to conceive in 
the next few years. 
Christine eventually landed a solid job 
at WXLT channel 40 in Sarasota 
Florida, where she was finally given 
the opportunity to be on camera. 
Becoming a public figure seems like a 
natural career path for an awkward 
introvert, this could not possibly be a 
recipe for disaster. 
The station was struggling and as a 
result resolved to increase ratings by 
subscribing to the “if it bleeds it 
leads” philosophy of airing essentially 
nothing but violent crime. So basically 
a standard news station today. 
Christine on the other hand was 
determined to find a way to avoid the 



exploitI’ve sensationalism, her 9 AM 
show called Suncoast digest was 
focused on environmental and social 
issues. It seems like there was some 
tension between the direction that 
management wanted to go and the 
direction that Christine’s show had 
taken, so that probably didn’t help her 
mental state.

Meanwhile Christine’s romantic 
struggles continued; friends would 
claim that after high school she never 
went on more than one date with the 
same guy. This was announced by all 
of my sources as if it was a big deal 
but having seen quite a few pictures of 
men in the 1970s, it seems thoroughly 
reasonable, maybe her only problem 
was that she had standards. Either 
way she did express that she wasn’t 
happy with being single, once telling a 
friend that she was scared she’d “die a 
spinster.” But again, when the only 
other options involve chest hair and 
bellbottoms and medallions, maybe 
just settle down with some cats and be 
happy. She did seem to be particularly 
upset as her 30th birthday 
approached and she lamented to 
coworkers that she was still a virgin. 
That’s an easy problem to fix if you are 
an attractive woman, but again, it 
sounds like she had standards. Being 
a virgin is better than having greasy 
sex with coked-out disco dudes so I 
feel like she was doing just fine, she 
only had a few years to go before the 
1980s when dudes started taking care 
of themselves. They were still coked 
out but just better groomed.



Christine did make one friend at work, 
a woman named Andrea, and this was 
right around the time that she 
developed a crush on a handsome 
coworker named George Ryan, 
nicknamed Gorgeous George, he 
definitely sounds like a guy who was in 
the market for an awkward spinster, so 
that was going to work out well. 
Christine planned to confess her 
feelings to George at his upcoming 
birthday party. She even baked him a 
cake and bought him an expensive 
watch with the inscription “when I am 
with you, time stands still.” And to her 
credit, she didn’t chicken out, she 
confessed her love, but George told 
her that he wasn’t looking for anything 
serious and that anyway he was 
already casually dating Andrea, 
Christine’s coworker and supposed 
friend. 

Christine became super depressed, 
predictably, but then her mood 
seemed to magically pivot and she 
was suddenly elated over the next few 
days. Never a good sign when people 
experience dramatic mood swings. If 
you’re not aware, that is a red flag and 
you should be worried. 

Christine had been pushing back 
against the salacious topics that the tv 
station directors wanted to cover but 
suddenly changed her tune and 
proposed a story on suicide. Red flag 
number two. For the story, she 
interviewed a police officer at the 
sheriff’s department. One of the 



officer’s quotes was that the most 
effective ways to commit suicide was 
with a .38 caliber gun to the back of 
the head, rather than to the temple. 

On Friday July 12th 1974 Christine 
hosted a big party at her house, this 
was a surprise to everyone but it 
ended up being a big hit. Christine 
seemed much looser and more 
uninhibited than ever before  like she 
didn’t have a care in the world, or like 
a weight had been lifted. The weight of 
mortality I guess. This was red flag 
number three. It was a going away 
party, but she was the only person 
who knew that. 

On the morning of July 15, 1974, 
Christine Chubbuck read these words 
on the broadcast:

“In keeping with the WXLT practice of 
presenting the most immediate and 
complete reports of local blood and 
guts news, TV 40 presents what is 
believed to be a television first. In 
living color, an exclusive coverage of 
an attempted suicide.” She then 
revealed a thirty eight caliber Smith & 
Wesson revolver and shot herself 
behind the right ear. 

At first everyone thought it was a 
hoax, like she was engaged in some 
kind of melodramatic protest of the 
type of stories she hated. They 
obviously figured out pretty quickly 
that it was real, that would have 
required some intense costume 



special effects, I don’t think you could 
get squibs and fake skull fragments at 
Spirit Halloween. Calls came pouring 
into the station, and it turned out that 
Christine had created and printed an 
entire broadcast report that even 
included a suicide written into the 
show, the next line was supposed to 
be read by the on-air personality and 
would have said “tv 40 news 
personality Christine Chubbock shot 
herself in a live broadcast this morning 
in a channel 40 talk show. She was 
rushed to Sarasota hospital where she 
remains in critical condition.” It was 
eerily accurate, she remained in 
critical condition at Sarasota hospital 
for 14 hours before passing. 

The response from the TV network 
was unsurprisingly awful. In 1977 
station Director Mike Simmons would 
say if the tragedy, “The crux of the 
situation was that she was a 29-year-
old girl who wanted to be married and 
who wasn't.” Because 29 year old 
unmarried women are offing 
themselves left and right, it probably 
had nothing to do with clinical 
depression. 

Christine’s full suicide note was never 
made public. And neither was the 
video footage, and this is the tie-in 
with our topic. There’s a whole 
subculture of people who unearth and 
spread grisly videos of real-life death, 
they’re ghouls. Or probably just 
teenage boys. But there is no known 
internet footage of this event, station 
owner never released the footage and 



it turns out no one was video 
recording channel 40 news in Sarasota 
on a random Monday in 1974, weird. 
That actually IS kind of weird…I just 
feel like some creep is always 
recording everything, if there’s a 
woman on television some wacko has 
an entire basement (or in the modern 
era hard drive) full of footage of her 
show. But not this one, thank god. The 
location of the footage remained a 
mystery for decades until in 2016 it 
was disclosed that the video had 
initially been locked in a safe 
belonging to station owner Robert 
Nelson but had subsequently been 
turned over to a law firm for safe 
keeping and there are no plans to 
release it, thankfully, and hopefully it 
will never be released. 

But the creeps won’t stop trying to get 
their hands on it. Guaranteed.

METROPOLIS

This one is a little less morbid. We’ve 
talked a couple times about one of the 
first true science fiction films, Fritz 
Lang’s 1927 Metropolis. The film 
depicts a futuristic rebellion in which 
oppressed underground factory 
workers rise up to overthrow their 
wealthy overlords. Lang was a German 
director whose mother was Jewish, 
and yet the movie was beloved by the 
Nazis, who had branded themselves 
as “national socialists” and tried to 
portray themselves as a party of 



workers rebelling against the tyranny 
of Jewish crony capitalism. Hitler was 
said to have identified with the hero of 
the film, which is not a great 
endorsement of your protagonist. 
“ The main character of our film is kind 
of Hitler-ish” is not a solid humble 
brag.
The nazis even offered to appoint 
Lang head of their film studio UFA. 
Lang politely declined and then 
quickly bounced to Paris and then to 
America, where he would focus the 
sunset period of his career on making 
anti-nazi films from an ocean away. 
That’s the best distance at which to 
insult a sociopathic dictator. I like to 
keep one or two bodies of water 
between myself and any genocidal 
madman. Metropolis was actually a 
huge bomb…it would have qualified for 
MFFI episode number 5, epic box 
office disasters. The film cost five 
million in 1920s dollars and crashed 
and burned at the box office; it didn’t 
achieve popularity and recognition 
until years later when it was 
reevaluated by critics and filmmakers 
who recognized its influence on the 
science fiction genre. Plus, for years 
the vast majority of science-fiction 
fans and critics were male, and all 
those Metropolis posters featuring a 
hot lady-robot are very compelling. 
You’ve probably seen them. most 
people only know two things about 
this film: it’s old, and it features a sexy 
Fembot. I guess “sexy” depends on 
what you’re into. She kind of looks like 
C-3PO with breasts. You might be 
surprised how many people would be 



into that. Lots of Star Wars nerds in 
this world. 
The original cut of the film was 
criticized for being agonizingly long, 
and so after the premiere it had been 
quickly edited down from two and a 
half hours to a more palatable 116 
minutes, cropping it down to below the 
two hour mark. Standard practice at 
the time was to maintain three copies 
of the negatives, and apparently 
cinematographer Karl Freund did 
follow protocol, but two of the prints 
were destroyed by Paramount pictures 
when they reedited the film for the US 
and UK markets., and the German film 
company UFA itself had chopped up 
the final negative for the August 1927 
release, and as a result, the cut 
footage was thought to have been lost 
forever. However, the missing footage 
came to light via an offhand remark 
from a cinema projectionist all the way 
across the world in South America. 
According to Argentinian film historian 
Fernando Pena, “I remembered an 
elderly projectionist at a cinema club 
complaining, 'It's bad enough I have to 
show such a poor quality copy of 
Metropolis, but it's getting hard at my 
age to stand at the projector for two 
hours, holding the film to make sure it 
doesn't spring out.'" Since Fernando 
knew that the standard version 
clocked in at less than two hours, he 
became convinced that a full-length 
version existed in Argentina. I would 
have just assumed that the 
projectionist was doing what I do, 
which is exaggerate the negative 
aspects of my job for sympathy. I’d be 



like “I’m pretty sure this film is 16 
hours long and was created to torture 
projectionists.“ people were more 
honest back then, and also tougher. I 
drop my pen and have to pick it up I 
complain for like ten minutes straight. 
Years later Peña’s then-wife, Paula 
Félix-Didier was appointed head of the 
Buenos Aires Museo del Cine (the 
cinema museum) and at her husband’s 
prompting she investigated the 
archives. It took barely twenty minutes 
to locate the reel. It turned out that an 
original cut of the movie had been 
obtained by film producer and 
distributor Adolfo Z. Wilson, a 
Romanian who had lived most of his 
life in Argentina. According to a 
Reuters article from the time,

“The material was heavily damaged 
and, because it had been printed on 
16mm film stock, does not have the 
full-aperture silent picture ratio...In 
order to maintain the scale of the 
restored footage, the missing portion 
of the frame appears black. Black 
frames indicate points at which 
footage is still lost."
Not only did the missing footage 
restore list scenes, it also brought to 
light various mistakes that film 
historians had made when assembling 
earlier versions—putting scenes out of 
order etc, and thus an arguably 
definitive version was assembled. 

So I watched the whole 2+ hour 
unedited version. The director’s cut, 
so to speak. It’s easy to identify the 
parts that have been restored because 



they look like crap…they’re grainy and 
they have a black border around them 
due to the different aspect ratios. I get 
that it must’ve been exciting to find 
the original footage, but I’m not sure 
splicing it all together was the best 
strategy. It’s like watching a film on a 
nice modern flatscreen but every 15 
minutes it transforms into one of those 
rabbit-eared little George Jetson TVs 
shaped like a microwave. It’s a jarring 
experience. I’m not convinced the lost 
footage was vital to the integrity of the 
film, but there’s some good stuff in 
there. One of the lost scenes depicts 
some truly awesome mad-scientist 
action in which a wild-haired inventor 
name rotwang kind of muahahas about 
creating the famous female robot 
modeled after his deceased ex gf. I’ll 
post a clip of that in the discord, it’s 
pretty great. My favorite deleted scene 
involves some very blatant homoerotic 
interaction between the main 
character and a lackey of the evil 
boss. They get very close to kissing 
and then the main character appears 
to have an intense orgasm, it’s sort of 
baffling and seems very progressive 
for the time. You honestly just have to 
see it, I’ll post the clip in the discord. 
This movie is bonkers. You have to 
experience the striptease clip, just 
trust me. I really wish we were a video 
podcast right now. It’s amazing to 
watch these old movies because 
they’re so melodramatic and extra that 
they seem like an extreme parody of 
silent films. Like the movies 
themselves are way more ridiculous 
than the satires and caricatures we 



have today. Or at least this one is. The 
crazy arched eyebrows and giant 
exaggerated movements and 
mustache twirling, it’s straight 
comedy. I’d like to say that it’s baffling 
that anyone could watch a film like this 
and get invested except that I was 
thoroughly entertained. 

OJ Simpson 
In 2006, a soulless wife-murdering 
sociopath who was pretty good at 
running while holding a football finally 
admitted what everyone already 
knew…that he was a soulless wife 
murdering sociopath. However, the 
footage of O.J. Simpson’s surreal 
pseudo-confession would be buried by 
the network that produced it and the 
footage wouldn’t be released to the 
public for 12 long years. How that all 
went down is a weird, convoluted 
story, and somehow s of this drama 
completely missed me when it 
happened. Do you remember any of 
this?

So for anyone who is under the age 
of , I don’t know , 10? (And if you’re 
under ten, why are you listening to this 
podcast, the show is explicit and it’s 
probably way past your bedtime) but 
for anyone who hasn’t heard about 
O.J. Simpson, he was a famous 
football player and beloved character 
actor and rental car pitch-man and 
domestic violence All-Star who 
murdered his wife Nicole Brown 
Simpson along with Ronald Goldman, 
the guy that she may or may not have 



been boning after she finally got fed 
up with being smacked around and 
cheated on. It’s a long and tragic and 
depressing story, but suffice to say 
that there is no realistic debate about 
what happened…if you believe that 
O.J. Simpson is innocent, you’re 
wrong, and potentially not a very 
intelligent human being.

From the special featuring this 
resurrected footage,  
“[Nicole] had repeatedly called on the 
police for protection during O.J.’s 
brutal rampages, yet over the years, 
O.J. was only arrested once, in 1989, 
when Nicole was beaten so badly that 
she ended up in the hospital.
“He’s going to kill me, he’s going to kill 
me,” the police report quotes Nicole 
crying as she ran toward the officers 
upon their arrival.
“She kept saying: ‘You never do 
anything about him. You talk to him 
and then leave.’”

Despite a mountain of evidence that 
he was guilty O.J. Simpson was found 
innocent as the result of a baffling set 
of circumstances involving an 
incredibly racist cop and the dumbest 
glove-and-rhyme-related moment to 
ever surface in a trial. Say it with me, 
“if it doesn’t fit you must acquit.” 

But even though he was found 
innocent in a criminal court, the 
parents of OJ’s victims weren’t just 
going to give up, and they essentially 
sued Simpson into oblivion, winning a 
civil judgment of 33.5 million against 



him and pursuing him relentlessly for 
financial damages, not for personal 
gain but basically just to make his life 
miserable. And good on them, it’s the 
same thing that’s happening right now 
to Alex Jones, and I’m all for it. 
However, there is a California law that 
exempts pensions from civil 
judgments, meaning O.J. Simpson 
could still live off of his pension 
without paying a cent of it to the 
families of his victims, this is 
absolutely a reasonable statute, nice 
job California, I see nothing wrong with 
shielding a murderer’s money. So O.J. 
Simpson wasn’t destitute but he did 
find himself unemployable…he had 
lost his lucrative sponsorships and for 
some reason companies were hesitant 
to take a chance on a sociopathic 
murderer. So Simpson drummed up a 
new strategy: he would sell the only 
thing he had left that people might be 
willing to pay for: the true story of the 
night of the murder. Simpson and a 
sleazy publisher came up with an ill 
conceived plan in which Simpson 
would confess to his crimes while 
simultaneously maintaining the most 
pathetically thin veneer of plausible 
deniability. He would publish a book 
called “if I did it, here’s how it 
happened,” in which he described in 
detail exactly how the murder would 
have occurred if he 
“hypothetically“ had stabbed his wife 
to death. I don’t know how he thought 
he was going to sell this book and not 
have to surrender the money, but if he 
were an intelligent man he wouldn’t 
have been in this situation in the first 



place, so there’s no point in trying to 
get into his head. I imagine all that’s in 
there is a whistling sound and a 
flashing neon dollar sign. To drum up 
interest in the book, Simpson agreed 
to an extended videotaped interview 
conducted by the aforementioned 
sleazy publisher, a clout-chasing 
harpy and former national inquirer 
reporter named Judith Regan who 
would eventually be fired by Rupert 
Murdoch for antisemitic rants. She’s a 
piece of work. But when word leaked 
out about the book and the interview, 
surprisingly the response was less 
fascination and curiosity and more 
revulsion and mass onset of physical 
nausea. An online boycott garnered 
more than 58000 signatures within 
two days. When legal experts 
theorized that O.J. Simpson might be 
able to keep some of the money by 
funneling it offshore, yeah idea of 
Simpson potentially profiting from 
murder only fueled the outrage. More 
than a dozen fox affiliates refused to 
air the the interview. Barely a week 
later fox announced that the book and 
interview would both be shelved. It 
was later revealed that Fox had 
offered the Goldman family a share of 
the profit in exchange for keeping 
quiet and dropping any objections. 
They weren’t having it, and it soon 
became clear that the video was 
nuclear, no channel was willing to air 
the interview and the footage was 
effectively buried. The book rights 
would eventually be awarded to the 
Goldman family, and they would 
publish it under a slightly adjusted title 



“if I did it: confessions of the killer” 
with the word “if” in tiny letters so that 
the front of the book clearly reads “I 
did it.“ The video of the interview, 
however, remained in a vault for 12 
years until the temperature 
surrounding the scandal had cooled 
off a bit, and Fox was looking for a way 
to drum up some publicity. The timing 
makes sense, O.J. Simpson had been 
convicted in 2008 of armed robbery 
due to a crazy fiasco in which OK 
strong-armed some thugs into 
returning some stuff they had stolen 
from him,  I’m not saying he didn’t 
deserve to go to jail I’m just saying 
that in this case he was definitely put 
in jail because he was O.J. Simpson 
and needed to be punished rather 
than because he actually deserved jail 
time for that specific crime. He ended 
up serving nine years and was 
released from jail on October, 1 2017, 
so there was a renewed interest in the 
case. And the fact that Simpson had 
finally served some time helped 
minimize the righteous fury over him 
escaping justice for so long. 
“O.J.Simpson the lost 
confession“ aired just a few months 
after Simpson’s release, in March 
2018. in the special, respected news 
anchor Solidad O’Brien interviews the 
woman who interviewed O.J. Simpson 
in the original interview, it’s all very 
meta and inception and as I mentioned 
kind of surreal, especially because the 
woman who was the original 
interviewer and also the publisher of 
the book who had been planning to 
massively profit from its publication 



suddenly claimed that her intentions 
were altruistic, she was a formerly 
battered woman who was attempting 
to do the world a favor by exposing 
Simpson for his evil lies, it’s bull shot, 
she is an absolute ghoul. 

Anyway, let’s talk about the footage 
itself. So as far as I can tell the 
concept of the interview is that at first 
OJ is answering questions as OJ, 
describing and attempting to justify 
actual documented moments in his 
life, and then later he switches into the 
perspective of the protagonist from 
his novel and describes how the 
murder might have been committed. 
That’s what I understand to be 
happening, but again it’s very 
confusing. Here’s O.J. Simpson as OJ 
Simpson describing a famous baseball 
bat incident. Play video. So yeah, just 
an innocent conversation in the front 
yard between a married couple in 
which the furious husband is 
brandishing a baseball bat. The police 
report says that he shattered her 
windshield, but again, what husband 
hasn’t roid-raged all over a windshield 
once or twice. I mean it was HIS 
windshield, because he paid for the 
car. I don’t think he understands the 
concept of gifts. That’s always such a 
strange rationalization. If I buy my wife 
some underwear, do I just get to wear 
it whenever I want to since I paid for 
it? That’s a legitimate question, I’m 
trying to understand the protocols 
here.



After another violent confrontations, 
this time on New Year’s Eve, OJ was 
finally convicted of spousal abuse and 
given community service. Justice 
served. Beat your wife, pick up some 
trash, all is forgiven.

Meanwhile during this time when OJ 
was psychotically jealous of Nichole 
he was openly engaged in numerous 
affairs of his own. After catching OJ 
cheating multiple times Nicole filed for 
divorce, and moved out of the house. 
She would subsequently accuse OJ of 
stalking her. She claimed that he was 
spying on her in her new house, and 
frequently harassing her, but 0J sees 
it differently. Play clip. He happened to 
be in the neighborhood looking to get 
some, from his estranged wife that he 
had abused and cheated on, why 
wouldn’t she be down for a quickie? 
And he just happened to glance into 
her window, then he banged on her 
door and left just to let them know so 
that maybe they would… Move? I can’t 
even follow his excuses, like the logic 
behind his rationalizations isn’t either 
of those things. It isn’t logic nor is it 
rational.
So then OJ starts answering questions 
about the murder itself. And It’s so 
weird because he keeps self-
consciously pausing to remind the 
interviewer that this is all hypothetical. 
But he never explains for what 
purpose he would be telling a 
hypothetical story of the murder of his 
wife that he was accused of 
committing. It’s the weirdest obvious 
confession with some fumbling 



attempts at CYA. But it’s hard to 
maintain the facade that you’re 
covering your ass while you’re 
simultaneously confessing in detail to 
murder… the whole thing just hurts my 
brain. So in the book apparently the 
“fictional” OJ was accompanied by a 
friend named Charlie and it has been 
speculated that Charlie represented 
another aspect of O’Jays personality, 
he was the rational side of O.J., and it 
kind of does read that way, OJ talks 
about Charlie as if he’s OJ’s 
conscience but it could also have been 
an actual friend who witnessed the 
murder and kept it quiet. Play clip. 
When the special finally aired on 
March 11, 2018, it didn’t exactly take 
the world by storm. The public 
collectively slow-blinked and went 
about their business because yeah, we 
already knew, dude. But the whole 
debacle is fascinating and weird 
regardless.

The Watergate Tapes

The first secret recording device ever 
placed in the Oval Office of the White 
House was a primitive tape system 
installed by President Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt way back in 1940. There are 
a few surviving recordings of various 
Roosevelt conversations, you can find 
them online but they’re not particularly 
interesting, because they aren't 
scandalous. Roosevelt was smart 
enough to not openly use racial slurs 
or to plan and greenlight illegal 
operations while the tapes were 



rolling. Or maybe he just wasn’t an 
absolute trashfire of a human and 
didn’t regularly insult American 
citizens and break the law, unlike the 
president whose recordings we’ll be 
discussing next, Ol tricky dick himself, 
Richard Nixon. The Watergate tapes 
are one of the most infamous and 
fascinating examples of lost and found 
media in history. To be fair they were 
technically never lost, but they were 
kept secret from the public and to this 
day the contents have not been fully 
disclosed.
Now I think it’s important to remember 
that this was a time before the 
Internet, before digital audio, before 
files could be shared instantaneously 
around the world and distributed to 
millions of computers with the click of 
a button. The duplicating and 
distributing of audio in the 1970s was 
laborious work. As a result there was 
often only one copy of a home-made 
audio tape and if you wanted to get rid 
of it, all you had to do was toss it in 
fire or play it in a walkman, in which 
case it would immediately seize up 
with death rattles and be chewed to 
shreds, or the tape itself would 
unspool out the bottom and you'd 
have to spend the rest of your day 
winding it with a pencil. They didn't 
have Walkmans in the 1970s but tapes 
were a huge pain in the ass in any era 
and I still have PTSD from growing up 
with them, so anyway, the point is that 
while I’m not making excuses for the 
things that Nixon said and did, you’re 
going to be asking yourself why he 
said and did these things when he 



knew he was being recorded, and it's 
because tape sucked as an audio 
medium and it wasn't unreasonble for 
him to assume that the recordings 
could be contained and/or destroyed 
at any time. Nixon was an awful sleaze 
bag, but he wasn’t stupid.
Richard Milhous Nixon came to power 
as United States president in 1969, 
right when Christine Chubbuck was 
graduating from college, and he 
quickly learned that his predecessor, 
Lyndon Johnson, like every president 
before him going back to Roosevelt, 
had installed audio recording 
capabilities in the Oval Office, and in 
Johnson’s case that included tapping 
the telephone. According to Nixon’s 
Chief of Staff HR Haldeman, at first 
Nixon was horrified by the idea of 
recording conversations in the White 
House and ordered the system 
removed, but would later change his 
mind in what would turn out to be a 
fateful and—career-and-reputation-
wise—fatal decision. I’ve always 
wondered what Nixon was thinking, 
why taping his conversations seemed 
like a good idea, but apparently he had 
a couple of rationales: one, he wanted 
to maintain a historical record, most 
likely for his triumphant memoirs later 
down the line when he inevitably 
retired in luxury amid the love and 
accolades of the American public. So, 
hubris. My favorite character flaw. Of 
all of the defects that can take down a 
tyrant, I feel like hubris is the most 
popular. Second most popular: 
probably greed. Douchebaggery, does 
that count? That's how you take down 



Twitter. The second rationale for 
recording was that Nixon wanted to 
document all of the words that were 
spoken and promises that were made 
to high profile guests. Basically he 
wanted to be able to hold these 
conversations over people’s heads in 
case they later reneged on an 
agreement or mischaracterized his 
words. He thought these recordings 
would give him a strategic advantage 
over his enemies, which makes this 
the ultimate example of being hoisted 
on your own petard.
Now, one aspect of the Nixon audio 
system that differentiated it from any 
previous recording device in the White 
House, is that it was voice activated. 
Any time Nixon spoke in the oval office 
the recording function was triggered. 
There was no button or switch that 
could be manually controlled, so there 
was no way to go off the record. So 
maybe laziness was ultimately Nixon's 
downfall. Like, you know you're going 
to be incriminating yourself on the 
regular and you're the President of the 
United States--you could have any 
system installed that you want, but 
you can't be bothered to literally lift a 
finger to start and stop a device that 
could take down your administration. 
Donald Trump had a button installed in 
the oval office to summon diet cokes. 
This is not a joke. From the Global 
News: "U.S. President Joe Biden 
immediately made some changes after 
moving into the Oval Office on 
Wednesday, including removing one of 
ex-president Donald Trump‘s unique 
creature comforts: the Diet Coke 



button. The wood-encased, brick-
sized button sat on the Resolute desk 
throughout Trump’s presidency, and 
would immediately summon a butler 
with a cold can of Diet Coke at a 
moment’s notice." Imagine you're 
Biden walking into the Oval Office and 
being like Jesus Christ, is this the 
button for the nukes? And they're like, 
not exactly. Do we have to tell you? 
This is embarrassing. Biden hated 
Trump so much, this must have been 
the last straw. I'm surprised Biden 
didn't immediately send a murder-
drone to level Mar A Lago. He would 
have been justified. I was going to say 
that "Diet coke valet" must be the 
most boring job ever, but I feel like 
Trump drank a lot of soda. You were 
getting your steps in. Anyway the 
recording system was actually pretty 
high tech for the late 60s, Nixon 
carried an electronic locator device 
that sent out an electronic signal so 
that the Secret Service would know 
where he was, and this became the 
activator for the recording system. If 
Nixon wasn’t in the room, no one else 
would be recorded. Although I don’t 
know who would be in the oval office 
having a conversation if the president 
wasn’t there. Probably just like a 
housekeeper. As paranoid as Nixon 
was, I’m surprised he didn’t want to 
know what the housekeepers were 
saying about him. It's a good thing 
Nixon didn't have murder-drones, he 
would have been taking out cleaning 
ladies left and right.
So the system was installed and began 
recording on February 16, 1971, 



according to John Dean, Richard 
Nixon’s White House Counsel. The 
recordings were made on an analog 
recording system, just audio tapes, 
specifically Sony TC-800B open-reel 
tape recorders. There are numerous 
instances on the tapes of Nixon 
discussing with his Chief of Staff 
whether or not the system is a good 
idea. I imagine he was like, “so I’m 
going to be saying some tremendously 
incriminating things in this office, and I 
guess the question is, should we 
ensure that all of my damning 
statements can come back to haunt 
me, or no? Where do you fall on the 
'This might land us all in prison' side 
of the argument?" How was this even 
a debate?
The incident that would expose the 
tapes and bring down Nixon's 
administration took place in 1972 while 
Nixon was preparing to run for 
reelection against his opponent 
George McGovern. On June 17, five 
men were caught breaking into the 
Watergate Hotel which housed the 
democratic national committee 
headquarters. They had bugged the 
office and photographed documents. 
At first the story didn’t make any 
waves, but it became a stranger and 
stranger as it was revealed that some 
of the men had ties to the CIA in the 
White House. Later it would come to 
light that some of these men, 
specifically G Gordon Liddy and 
Howard Hunt, had been nicknamed the 
plumbers by the Nixon White House 
because their job was to fix problems 
and stop leaks. Ironic considering they 



cause problems and led to the biggest 
leaks in political history.
While all of this was going on, and the 
story was continuing to snowball 
behind the scenes via the work of 
diligent journalist and investigators like 
Washington Post reporters Bob 
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, Nixon 
won reelection in a landslide. Here’s 
another truly ironic moment in the 
non-ironic sense of the word , Nixon 
was incredibly popular and would’ve 
won reelection without bugging the 
Democratic national headquarters. It's 
around this time that a mysterious 
figure emerges, one that I found 
incredibly confusing as a teenager 
because of its tie-in with a famous 
piece of pornography: the anonymous 
tipster known as deep throat. If you’ve 
seen all the presidents men you know 
that there were covert meetings 
between deepthroat and Bob 
Woodward in parking garages, it was 
all very cloak and dagger, but in the 
end deep throat would eventually be 
revealed to be a relatively low-level 
FBI agent named Mark felt, he was just 
a bureaucrat basically. Not even a sexy 
bureaucrat.
Eventually, with the whole debacle 
unraveling, congressional hearings 
were called, they looked a lot like the 
January 6 committee hearings. There 
were many echoes of Nixon in the 
Trump administration. Lots of very 
serious high-level government officials 
lying their asses off to protect a 
narcissist, déjà vu. Presidential lawyer 
 John dean was the first to flip on 
Nixon. I listened to a great lecture by 



dean, linked in the show notes. Dean's 
testimony was particularly notable 
because he admitted culpability, he 
acknowledged that he had been aware 
of the attempt to cover up the 
Watergate situation and hadn’t come 
forward to the press. When he did 
finally testify he knew he would be 
punished, and so he came across as a 
man who was willing to sacrifice 
himself to do the right thing, it was 
very powerful testimony.
But the guy who would ultimately bring 
down the president was deputy 
assistant to the president Alex 
Butterfield who eventually divulged 
the existence of the audio recording 
system.
Play clip.
The press went crazy, the White 
House went crazy, and John Dean was 
especially excited because he wasn’t 
aware that there was a recording 
system that could exonerate him and 
corroborate his testimony. And this is 
what I’ve never understood, because 
the Nixon White House at this point 
did have the opportunity to destroy 
the tapes. Nixon knew that the 
existence of the tapes had been 
divulged, and he essentially just froze. 
Obviously there was some concern 
that destroying the tapes would be 
seen as destruction of evidence, but in 
retrospect it would’ve been really 
difficult to prove when the tapes had 
been destroyed and for what purpose, 
I mean everyone would basically know 
but it would’ve been hard to prove in a 
court of law. I think Nixon was such a 
narcissist that he honestly believed 



that the tapes weren’t that bad. Most 
experts speculate that he had never 
actually listened to any of the tapes 
and we all have a sense of ourselves 
as being more virtuous than we are, he 
probably thought he would come off 
heroically and even if there were some 
rough conversations he could 
somehow figure out a way to spin the 
content as a positive, he figured he 
would only give away a few of the 
tapes that were either heavily edited 
or just specifically chosen to make him 
look good. As a typical narcissist he 
thought he could control the situation 
and the narrative and he didn’t want to 
look like he was running away. The 
tapes would eventually fully exonerate 
John dean and almost word for word 
confirm his statements. Faced with a 
firestorm over the tapes, Nixon initially 
refused to turn them over, citing 
executive privilege. He had 1 million 
rationalizations and excuses for his 
behavior, at one point later in life 
during the famous David Frost 
interviews, he would say “...when the 
President does it, that means it is not 
illegal.“ Sound familiar?  Eventually the 
special prosecutor Archibald Cox 
demanded that the tapes be turned 
over, so Nixon ordered the Attorney 
General to fire him. The Attorney 
General resigned instead. Nixon then 
ordered the Deputy Attorney General 
to fire the special prosecutor, and he 
resigned as well, it took three rungs 
down the ladder before a pathetic 
flunky—solicitor general Robert Bork—
agreed to do the dirty deed in an event 
that would become known as the 



Saturday night massacre. The result 
was a torrent of outrage and even 
though Nixon appealed all the way to 
the Supreme Court he was eventually 
compelled to turn over the tapes and 
the game was up.  Nixon resigned on 
august 9, 1974. Vice President Ford 
was sworn in as president the next 
day, and immediately pardoned 
Richard Nixon for all possible crimes. It 
was a bad move, strategically--Ford 
became very unpopular and it ended 
his political career--and also morally. 
Fuck that guy.  A bunch of low-level 
flunkies went to prison but Nixon just 
flew away on a plane, after throwing 
up that weird hunched-shouldered 
double victory sign...there's really 
nothing more awkward than throwing 
up the double V when you just got 
fired.
So as for the tapes themselves, they 
are are amazing. The so-called 
smoking gun tape included audio of 
Nixon blatantly attempting to cover up 
the Watergate fiasco; his solution was 
to order the Director of the CIA to call 
the FBI and tell them to suspend the 
investigation of Watergate. Again, the 
smoking gun tape doesn’t include 
evidence that he ordered the break-in 
but it does show that he tried to cover 
it up and lied to the American people. 
And Watergate in many ways was the 
least interesting and damning topic on 
the tapes...there is so much more.
The total known recordings span more 
than 4000 hours, and only a fraction 
have been released to the public. But 
it only took the release of 12 hours of 
those tapes to force Nixon to resign, 



and the national archives have been 
slowly turning over troves of 
recordings in batches ever since. An 
interesting fact about the tapes, the 
audio quality was terrible for some of 
them and so in certain cases blind 
people were used as transcribers for 
the tapes because their hearing would 
be more sensitive. The first batch was 
released in 1989, 15 years after the fall 
of the Nixon administration and 
consisted of approximately 70 hours.
The tapes are mind bogglingly bad. It’s 
a glimpse into the Hyde persona of 
someone who had presented only 
Jeckyll to the world. *Play a direct 
quote from the tapes:• “never strike 
the king unless you kill him. They 
struck but didn’t kill. And not we’re 
going to kill them. I don’t care what it 
costs they’re going to be killed.”
Another of my favorite quotes with 
shades of Trump ism: “never forget 
the press is the enemy. The 
establishment is the enemy. The 
professors are the enemy. Write that 
on a blackboard 100 times and never 
forget it.”
After meeting Indira Gandhi, “we really 
slobbered over that old witch.“
The watergate hearings became must-
see tv. What they didn’t uncover was 
actual proof that Nixon ordered the 
Watergate burglary break in. It actually 
seems credible that he DIDN'T know 
ahead of time, but he immediately 
went into coverup mode and began 
lying to the public because he knew he 
had so many skeletons in his closet 
that were way works that Watergate. 
There is plenty of other evidence on 



the tapes of Nixon’s willingness to 
break the Law and order burglaries. He 
was almost laughably, cartoonishly 
villainous. At one point Nixon was 
worried that the Brookings Institute 
had a report with damning information 
about him and some potential 
blackmail–material on an opponent 
and he said out loud, knowing he was 
being recorded,
“I want it implemented on a thievery 
basis. Goddamn it, get in and get 
those files. Blow the safe and get it.” A 
thievery basis. It's like he wanted to 
clarify the illegality of this endeavor, in 
case there was any question. "I want 
to specify that this will be a breaking 
and entering situation, and feel free to 
throw in some assault and battery, 
we're shooting for felonies here. This 
is President Nixon, by the way. I'm 
authorizing this operation and I do 
know it's wrong. I am an evil man."
One of the reasons the tapes keep 
yielding new information, even ones 
that have previously been released, is 
that technology is getting better at 
cleaning up audio noise and extracting 
the relevant information.
On March 1st 2002, NARA (the 
national archives and records 
administration) released 500 
additional hours of the Nixon tapes. 
From archives.gov
“The 4,127 tape segments are 
reproduced on 1,100 cassettes…
Approximately 4 hours are restricted 
for national security…Approximately 
30 minutes are restricted for invasion 
of privacy, 7 ½ hours as unintelligible, 
and 7 ½ hours as non-historical.’" I'm 



curious as to how they determine what 
is non-historical...that seems 
arbitrary? Did it happen in the past? 
It's historical. Release the tapes, 
NARA. Like was he talking about 
sandwiches? Those are still historical 
sandwiches.
In one of the tapes, Nixon talks about 
dropping a nuclear bomb on Vietnam, 
despite knowing that the American 
people would erupt in protest. “…We’ll 
bomb those bastards, and then let the 
American people—let this country go 
up in flames."
In other tapes, Nixon proposes 
planting leftist literature in the 
apartment of the man who had 
attempted to assassinate his 
democratic oppponent in order to link 
him with anti-war protesters.
Some of the quotes are just sort of 
comically out of touch and boomerish. 
Like this exchange: “Why is it 
that...girls don’t swear? Because a 
man, when he swears, people can’t 
tolerate a girl who is a—
Haldeman: Girls do swear.
Nixon: Huh?
Haldeman: They do now.
Nixon: Oh, they do now? …you show 
me a girl that swears and I’ll show you 
an awful unattractive person. . . . I 
mean, all femininity is gone. And none 
of the smart girls do swear, 
incidentally.”
In 2017 another trove of tapes was 
released and these ones included 
some of the more inflammatory 
language we’ve heard from Nixon. 
None of it should be shocking, but it’s 
still just gross. When commenting on 



the type of people he would like to 
have an admin in administration:
“No Jews. We are adamant when I say 
no Jews.””
You just knew antisemitism was going 
to rear its head.
About the government of Jamaica: 
“Blacks can’t run it. Nowhere, and they 
won’t be able to for a hundred years, 
and maybe not for a thousand ... Do 
you know, maybe one black country 
that’s well run?”
I think you get the idea.
I mentioned that the Watergate tapes 
don’t actually implicate Nixon in the 
Watergate Breakin. But there’s an 
enduring mystery when it comes to the 
story of the Nixon tapes: in a tape that 
includes conversations from June 20, 
1972, only three days after the break 
in, There are 18.5 minutes that of 
missing audio that was recorded over 
with a loud buzzing noise. The White 
House blamed President Nixon’s 
secretary, Rose Mary Woods, who had 
been transcribing the tapes, claiming 
that she had accidentally erased that 
section when she was interrupted by a 
phone call during the transcription and 
pressed the wrong button. However 
her phone call would’ve only 
accounted for about 4 or 5 minutes of 
the 18 minute stretch, so that 
explanation doesn’t hold water. Efforts 
to recover the missing audio via 
technological means have failed. It 
seems like we’ll probably never know 
what was on that missing 18 1/2 
minutes, although whatever it is seems 
unlikely to have changed anyone’s 
opinion of Richard Nixon for better or 



worse. Even if it were him admitting to 
having masterminded the breakin and 
being a corrupt POS it would be kind 
of like O.J. Simpson admitting to the 
murder: yeah, we know dude.

We have new Menaces! And also, we 
butchered a name last week, it’s 
spelled Felica but pronounced FAH-
lissa. Parents can be weird. But sorry 
about that, Fahlissa. For anyone who 
wants to become a patron but doesn’t 
want us to mangle your name, feel free 
to shoot us a message when you join 
and we’ll do our best. 



 It just a lord or baron of whiskeydick, 
this isn’t Count Whiskeydick, this is 
royal flacidity. This erectile 
dysfunction goes all the way to the 
top. 
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